Charged and neutral particle multiplicities of jets associated with identi ed semileptonic and hadronic b decays are studied. The observed di erences between these jets are used to determine the inclusive properties of the weak charged hadronic current. The average charged particle multiplicity of the weak charged hadronic current in b decays is measured for the rst time to be 2.69 0.07(stat.) 0.14(syst.). This result is in good agreement with the JETSET hadronization model of the weak charged hadronic current if 40 17% of the produced mesons are light{ avored tensor (L=1) mesons. This level of tensor meson production is consistent with the measurement of the 0 multiplicity in the weak charged hadronic current in b decays.
Introduction
The decays of b hadrons are often described with the spectator model 1], where a b quark is assumed to decay into a charm quark and a virtual W boson. The basic weak decay dynamics of b hadrons are thus assumed to be similar to the decay properties of and leptons. The observed momentum spectra of the charged leptons 2], the neutrinos and thus the polarisation of the virtual W 3] in semileptonic b decays (b! c` ) are well described by this model. Furthermore, the good agreement of the individual lifetimes of the di erent b mesons 4] indicates that the spectator model provides also a good approximation of hadronic b decays. Much less is known about purely hadronic b decays (b ! cud and b ! ccs) which have a branching ratio of more than 76%.
Measurements of inclusive hadron production in b decays exist 4], but their interpretation is in general di cult as these hadrons can be produced either directly or in the subsequent decays of the charmed hadron system. For the few identi ed decays a considerable fraction of tensor mesons (L=1) has been observed 5] . In contrast to hadronic b decays a multitude of measurements have been performed on the properties of the weak charged hadronic current (\the hadronic W current") in semileptonic decays ( ! +hadrons) 4]. Experimental information about the hadronic W current at the higher q 2 in b and c decays might lead to future theoretical insights into the weak decay dynamics of b and c avored hadrons.
Assuming the spectator model ansatz, it is possible to extract some simple properties of the hadronic W current in b hadron decays. With this assumption, properties like the associated hadron multiplicities are essentially independent from the charm system in the b decay. Furthermore, in hadronic Z decays to b b jets the decay products from the two b hadrons are usually well separated from each other and the hadrons which are associated to the jet fragmentation and the cascade c hadron decays are similar for the jets containing semileptonic and hadronic b decays. Thus, the di erences between the jets associated with semileptonic and hadronic b decays are related to the properties of the hadronic W current in b hadron decays. Such a comparison of jets which contain semileptonic and hadronic b decay candidates using the L3 detector is described in the following.
The L3 detector consists of a central tracking chamber, a high{resolution electro{magnetic calorimeter composed of BGO crystals, a cylindrical array of scintillation counters, a uranium and brass hadron calorimeter with proportional wire chamber readout, and a precise muon spectrometer. These detectors are installed in a 12 m diameter solenoid which provides a uniform eld of 0.5 T along the beam direction. A detailed description of the L3 detector can be found elsewhere 6].
More than a million hadronic Z decays collected between 1991 and 1993, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 46 pb ?1 , are preselected using the criteria described in 7]. In order to reduce complications due to hard{gluon radiation, the measurements are performed using a selection of well measured two{jet events as explained in 8] . With these selection criteria 575k hadronic events are selected in the data and 450k events in the Monte Carlo sample. The hadronic Monte Carlo events are simulated using JETSET 7. 3 9] and a GEANT{based description of the L3 experiment 10].
The Monte Carlo simulation of the semileptonic b hadron decays is based on the results 2 discussed in 8], where a semileptonic branching ratio of 10.85% is used. Furthermore, the momentum spectrum of the weakly decaying b hadrons is simulated with the Peterson fragmentation function 11] as implemented in JETSET, with an average x E of 0.72 as required by the observed momentum spectrum of electrons and muons in the two{jet event sample.
Selection of b{ avored jet samples
The selection of b{ avored jets with inclusive electrons and muons is identical to the ones used for our recent measurement of the semileptonic branching ratio (b!` X) 8]. High p and p ? electron and muon candidates are used to select b{ avored events and jets which contain semileptonic b decay candidates.
Electron candidates with a minimum energy of 3 GeV are selected in the barrel BGO calorimeter for the polar angle satisfying j cos j< 0:72. To separate electrons from other particles it is required that the lateral shower shape of the BGO clusters is consistent with that of an electromagnetic shower and that the centroid of this cluster is well matched in azimuthal angle with a charged track.
Muons are identi ed and measured in the muon chamber system by reconstructing a track with segments in at least two of the three detection layers. The muon track should point back to within 4 of the interaction point in transverse and longitudinal distance of closest approach. The momentum of the track, corrected for the energy loss in the calorimeter, must be between 4 GeV and 35 GeV.
In order to select semileptonic b hadron decays among the electron and muon candidates, a p ? of more than 1.4 GeV with respect to the jet direction, excluding the charged lepton, is required.
With this selection 7561 jets with an electron candidate are selected. The purity for jets with correctly identi ed semileptonic b decays using this selection is found to be 78.7 2.1%. About 15% of the selected events originate from background of light{ avored jets and semileptonic charm decays. The sample of jets with inclusive muon candidates consists of 13967 jets with a purity of correctly identi ed semileptonic b decays of 69.6 1.3% 8] and a background from light{ avored jets and semileptonic charm decays of 21%. Further details are found in 8].
Events which contain an inclusive lepton de ne the sample of bb events. In order to compare jets with semileptonic and hadronic b decays each event is divided into two hemispheres, de ned by a plane perpendicular to the thrust axis. The particles associated to the hemisphere which contain the charged lepton de ne the semileptonic b decay jet sample. Particles in the hemisphere opposite to a hemisphere containing an inclusive lepton are assumed to originate from jets with a hadronic b decay. Assuming that all non semileptonic b decays are hadronic decays, one nds that about 65%(60%) of the jets opposite to the jet with the inclusive electron (muon) candidate contain the decay products of hadronic b decays. The fraction of jets with hadronic b decays can be enhanced with a removal of jets which have large missing energy due to energetic neutrinos from semileptonic b decays. With the requirement of a visible energy of more than 40 GeV for the jets opposite to the tagged jet, the fraction of jets which contain hadronic b decays is found to be 75.4 1.2% for the electron tagged events and 70.2 0.8% for the muon tagged events. The number of jets selected as hadronic b{decay candidates are 5203 (9528) for electron (muon) tagged events.
Characteristics of the hadronic W current in b decays
We now compare the inclusive characteristics of jets which contain semileptonic and hadronic b hadron decays. From this analysis the average charged multiplicity, the associated inclusive momentum spectrum and the 0 and content of the hadronic W current are extracted.
The charged multiplicity of the hadronic W current
The tracks used for this analysis are required to be well measured and to have a minimum p t of 100 MeV with respect to the beam direction. The main criteria for well{measured tracks are a minimum track length of 12.5 cm with reconstructed wire signals from at least 75% of the possible signals. Furthermore, the tracks should have a maximum distance of closest approach to the interaction point of 30 mm in the plane transverse to the beam and of 100 mm along the beam direction. After adjusting the Monte Carlo to describe the observed angular distributions of tracks for the di erent data taking periods the average tracking e ciency with these selection criteria is determined to be about 89%.
The track{multiplicity distributions of jets which contain identi ed leptons, excluding the lepton track, and for the jets with hadronic b decays, are shown in gure 1 (a) and (b) for electron{ and muon{tagged events respectively. For the mean charged multiplicity a clear di erence of about 2 tracks, between jets associated to hadronic and semileptonic b decay candidates is observed. The charged multiplicity for both kinds of jets, corrected for the tracking e ciency for the electron{ and muon{tagged events in the data and in the Monte Carlo, are given in table 1.
The Monte Carlo is corrected by reweighting the tracking e ciency for each half{sector based on the measured tracking e ciency. The procedure gives good agreement between data and Monte Carlo for this e ciency as a function of the azimuthal angle. Conservatively the remaining di erence between data and Monte Carlo is assumed to originate from the e ciency uncertainty and a systematic error of 3% is assigned to the average tracking e ciency of 89% obtained from the Monte Carlo. This error covers also possible di erences for the e ciency of jets with semileptonic and hadronic b hadron decays which are found to be smaller than 1%.
The charged multiplicity of the selected b decay hemispheres is 3{4% higher in the data than in the Monte Carlo sample. A similar di erence is observed for the two jet hadronic event sample, where the average track multiplicity in the data is about 2% higher than in the Monte Carlo sample. This discrepancy could be related to the Monte Carlo description of the jet fragmentation or to an inaccurate simulation of the tracking e ciency. As the multiplicity of the charged hadronic current is obtained from the di erence in the data between jets with a semileptonic b decay and jets with a hadronic b decay, only the uncertainty from tracking e ciency is relevant for this measurement. Table 1 : Observed average charge multiplicity of jets (tracking e ciency corrected) in the data and in the Monte Carlo for electron{ and muon{tagged b avored events. For jets which contain the lepton candidate one track is subtracted. The purities for semileptonic b decay jets (P b!l ) and for correctly identi ed hadronic b decay jets (P b!had ) are also given.
The multiplicity di erence between jets containing hadronic and semileptonic b decays, < n ch >, must be corrected for background from light{ avored Z decays and wrongly identi ed b decays. The correction is derived from Monte Carlo adjusted to properly reproduce the charged lepton spectra and the semileptonic b hadron branching ratios 8]. The correction to < n ch > is 0.47 0.08 tracks for electron tagged events and 0.79 0.07 tracks for muon tagged events.
The selection of semileptonic b decays with high p and p ? leptons favors jets with a slightly lower multiplicity. This bias was studied using a Monte Carlo sample containing only b decays and found to be 0:10 0:07 tracks for electron tagged events and 0:10 0:06 tracks for muon tagged events. These factors are added to the measured multiplicities of the hemispheres containing leptons. The systematic error of this correction was taken from the statistical error of the Monte Carlo. The 40 GeV minimum visible jet energy requirement was also studied and found to result in a negligible bias. Uncertainties from c and b decays, including D, D and D production were also found to be small.
The charged multiplicity measurement is further corrected for the contributions from weak decays of strange particles. The correction due to decays of such particles (mainly K 0 S ! + ? ) reduces the average multiplicity by 0.09 0.01. The systematic error due to this correction is included in the e ciency error given in table 2.
The changes from the uncorrected multiplicity di erence between jets with hadronic and semileptonic b decays to the nal result for the hadronic W current for electron{ and muon{ tagged events and the corresponding estimated contributions to the systematic error are summarised in table 2.
The average charged multiplicity for the electron tagged events is 2.5 (statistical error only) lower than the one for the muon tagged events. A possible source of this discrepancy could be related to an inaccurate background description in the Monte Carlo for the fragmentation of light{ avored jets. No statistically signi cant source for this di erence has been identi ed from a variation of the electron and muon selection criteria. However, it is found that a stronger cut against gluon radiation, e.g. removing events which have a hemisphere with an invariant mass larger than 15 GeV instead of 25 GeV, gives a more consistent results for the hadronic W multiplicity of 2.60 0.13 and 2.74 0.11 for the electron{ and the muon{tagged events 5 type data electrons data muons uncorrected < n ch > Table 2 : The di erence for the charged track multiplicity for jets with semileptonic (the track from the lepton is subtracted) and hadronic b decays for electron{ and muon{tagged events. The estimated contributions to the systematic errors are also given.
respectively. The di erence between the result given in table 2 and the one with the jet mass cut of 15 GeV is added to the systematic error. The di erent contributions to the systematic error for the multiplicity measurement are also listed in table 2. While the uncertainties from the simulation of c and b hadron decays and the uncertainties in the tracking e ciency are correlated for the electron{ and muon{tagged events, the errors related to the background corrections, the b purity, the bias of the method (estimated for 100% b purity) and the de nition of the \two{jet" system are essentially independent for the two tagging methods.
Averaging electron{ and muon{tagged events we obtain 2:69 0:07(stat:) 0:14(syst:)
for the charged multiplicity of the hadronic W current in b hadron decays.
The comparison of jets associated to semileptonic and hadronic b hadron decays can also be used to study the momentum spectrum of charged particles associated to the weak charged hadronic current, using the scaled momentum x p = p E beam . For this study the electron and muon events are combined. Figure 2 (a) and (b) show the observed x p spectra in the data and simulation of all charged particles in jets associated to leptonic and hadronic b decays. Correcting each x p bin using the procedure described above the x p spectrum of the W is obtained. The data show a slightly harder x p spectrum than the Monte Carlo. The systematic errors are found to be of the order of 10% for x p below 0.20. For larger momenta the errors are dominated by the limited Monte Carlo statistics. GeV, associated to the hadronic W current is found to be 0:11 0:08(stat:) 0:10(syst:).
Discussion of the results
The combined result of 2:69 0:07(stat:) 0:14(syst:) charged particles, associated to the hadronic W current in b hadron decays can be compared with the charged particle multiplicity in semileptonic decays, with an average of 1.455 0.013 charged hadrons in the case of the lepton 4]. Such an increase is expected due to the higher mass 1) of the virtual W in b hadron decays.
In a more quantitative analysis our results can be compared with expectations from JETSET 7. 4 13] with a fragmentation of the W!system. Using the default parametrisation on nds on average 3.04 charged particles in the weak charged hadronic current. This is 2.2 standard deviations higher than in the data. The Monte Carlo multiplicity is found to be essentially identical for the W decay into ud and into cs quarks. However, the charged multiplicity for thesystem can be lowered if the production of tensor mesons (angular momentum L=1, spin S=0,1) is allowed. As shown in gure 3, the model provides good agreement with the data if 40 17% of the produced hadrons are tensor mesons. As can also be seen from gure 3, the production rate of vector mesons with respect to pseudoscalar mesons is less important for the charged hadron multiplicity. A similar trend is found for the inclusive It is worth pointing out that a large rate of tensor meson production in hadronic b decays can be expected as tensor mesons are also observed in the hadronic W current in and charm decays 4] . Furthermore, the observed fractions of resonant multi{pion states with respect to 1) From a Monte Carlo study of b decays one nds an average mass of the hadronic system recoiling against the charmed hadron of about 2.3 GeV, compared to about 0.9 GeV for decays.
all observed multi{pion states in exclusive measurements of weak b hadron decays 5] indicate also a large fraction of tensor mesons.
The momentum spectrum of charged particles associated to the hadronic W current is shown in gure 4 for the data and the JETSET simulation adjusted to the production of 40% tensor mesons. The shape of the spectrum is found to be rather insensitive to the level of tensor meson production. The data indicate a slightly di erent hadron momentum spectrum than obtained from the Monte Carlo.
Summary
The structure of jets associated to hadronic and semileptonic b hadron decays has been studied. From the comparison of jets with associated semileptonic and hadronic b decays the average charge multiplicity of the hadronic W current in b decays and the momentum spectrum of the associated charged particles has been measured for the rst time. The average charged hadron multiplicity, associated to the hadronic W current is found to be 2:69 0:07(stat:) 0:14(syst:). This is about one unit higher than the multiplicity of the hadronic W current in decays. The Comparison of the measured momentum spectrum of the charged hadrons associated to the weak charged current in the data and the JETSET 7.4 fragmentation model with 40% tensor meson production probability.
